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Equipments in the operating room
C-arm CT
Operating table made of carbon fiber
material
Ceiling-mounted displays
Optical 3D location sensor
Image processing computers
LCD projector with a transparent
screen

Augmented Navigation Surgery

Operating Room No.9

The operating room has been connected to our institute by an optical
fiber network to utilize our visual super computer.

Overview of the high-tech operating room

Overview of the high-tech operating room

We assumed that surgery, such as an endoscopic surgery, that needs the
operator to look at a monitor will increase; so we used diffused green
lighting that can have its brightness adjusted, instead of the usual operating
room lighting, to aid the operators concentration.

Application for Abdominal Surgery

Application for
Otorhinolaryngology

Stereo-endoscope based navigation
Superimposed images on the GWS display (a);
the patient’s organ models are superimposed onto
the surgical field image; top window: the left eye
view, bottom window: the right eye view. Figure
b, c show left (b) and right (c) eye navigation
images displayed on the stereoscopic monitor.
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b
Experiment of Navigation Function for Stereo-Endoscopic Sinus Surgery
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Pointer based navigation
The result of the pointer based
navigation function. Figure a,b shows a
coronal image at the location of the tip of
pointer. According to the pointer’s
movement, the image is changed in the
3D virtual space. The 3D patient’s
models are also displayed. Figure c
shows a sagittal image after changing
view point.
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4D Analysis of
Human Body Locomotion

Construction of 4D Muscle Models

Fundamental Interference with External Force

Mutual Interferences During Locomotion

4D Visualization of the THA patient

Development of 4-dimensional Human
Model System for the Patient after Total
Hip Arthroplasty

Replacement of the implant model with CAD data
CAD data

Position of the Infrared Markers

4-dimensional Visualization

Wearing
estimation of
the sliding
surface

reference points
•!

•!

Register CAD data to the implant
model by using surface based
registration algorithm(ICP,Iterative
Closest Point).
RMS error at the registration was
within 0.8 mm.

Internal Rotation

Marker
Adduction

Result of
replacement

Superimpose of the skeletal model onto the video footage

Camera calibration by
the correspondence of
the marker positions in
the 2-D image and the
3-D space

Superimposed video footage

Display of
the implant
with
transparent
bone

15 markers were attached to the patient’s lower extremity

Flexion
Joint Angle
Graph

Entire view
of the
patient’s
lower
extremity

Methods
(a) OpenMRI

(b) Skin surface markers

Whole bone
Bone surface model from
from OpenMRI conventional
data
MRI data

Marker

Optical
tracking
system

Angles obtained from Open MRI

Angles calculated from the skin surface markers

Development of
Dynamic Spatial Video Camera (DSVC)
for 4D observation, analysis
and modeling of human body locomotion

Simultaneous measurement of Open MRI
and optical 3-D tracking system

The appearance of the constructed DSVC system

(a) - (b) = Measurement error

Method
•! For the camera assembly, we positioned 60 video cameras around
the subject in a circular pattern. Specifically, we designed a 4m
diameter ring shaped camera assembly in order to provide a space
for the subject to be able to move freely in.
•! The ring port was hung under a motor controlled crane that is
movable along a rail attached to the ceiling of the room.
•! During filming sequential image data from every 2 camera are
stored in 1 ordinal PC (PC clustering).

The appearance of a 4m
diameter ring and crane

PC clustering

The appearance of the console

Extraction of subject’s shapes from captured images

Camera Calibration
Before filming, the location and
direction of each camera was
calibrated for the precise
reconstruction of a 4D model of the
human body movement.

Instrument for
the calibration

The focal length
of the camera

Each cameras’ position and angle was
reproduced in virtual space by the
camera calibration based on the
theory of the self-calibration method.

(The height of a
triangular pyramid)

The position
and angle of the
camera
(The position and
angle of a
triangular pyramid)

The origin of
the coordinate
axis
Floor

Resizing of the skeletal model with standard proportion

An estimation of 4D skeletal structure in motion

Subject’s shapes in images are extracted from captured images by difference of precaptured background images.

The dynamic skeletal state of the
swinging foot was visualized by
applying tracking data and
constructed subject’s skeletal
model data.
Observations of the dynamic
skeletal state could be made from
any viewpoint and at any time
with the developed software.

Resizing of the skeletal model
(a: skeletal model with standard proportion, b: constructed subject’s skeletal model)
The Extraction of Subject’s shapes from captured images
(a: Captured images from DSVC, b: Extracted subject’s shapes)

The subject’s skeletal model was constructed by resizing the skeletal structure of the
standard 4D human model based on distance differences between joints.

Observing the results of estimated dynamic skeletal state
in motion superposed on a 4D body surface model

Result of full body movement display

4D model in walking motion. a: 4D whole body model, b: skeletal
model, c: dendritic model that corresponds to joint group based on
anatomical shape of the skeletal model, d: dendritic model that was
constructed based on the optical markers

Series of video images of the participant’s movements (a–d) and the
display image of the directional movement of the full body model
driven by the captured data (a’–d’)

Skin surface, abdominal organs, arteries and veins are deformed by
following skeletal model's motion

4D model with muscles

Skin surface, abdominal organs, arteries and veins are deformed by
following skeletal model's motion

Skin surface, abdominal organs, arteries and veins are deformed by
following skeletal model's motion

We were able to measure the movements of the
upper and lower limbs when certain parts moved
relatively slowly.

A scene of MRI measurement on driving limb in the gantry

Time sequential images of each sagittal sectioning planes
of MRI data

Time-sequential sectioning planes are reconstructed to
4D images of thigh part

Movement of the quadriceps femoris during driving limb

We compared 4D model and the MRI measurement result
concerning movements of the lower muscles including
quadriceps femoris.
Changes in the muscle length resulted in errors of 5%
nearly OK
Changes in the area of the muscle section resulted in errors
from 5% to 30%
To be discussed later
Evaluations for the muscle shape
Methods under consideration

Sectioning plane of the quadriceps femoris during driving
limb on 4D model

We think large deformation of major organs and
blood vessels due to body movement can endure
clinical use with the current 4D model.
For deformation of muscle systems
We will make revisions according to the role of the
muscles of the deformation model and deformation
parameter.
We will use the MRI measurement results obtained
from the movement of the limb that we developed
this time to set the parameter of the above.

MRI measurement data was compared with muscle shape
in 4D model

Conclusion
•! By the method we presented, we enabled the
quantitative display of changes of the soft
tissue and body surface according to body
motion using patient oriented data, which was
not possible by the current diagnostic imaging
equipment.
•! Doctors can only imagine the inner structure of
the body when in motion. But we believe this
method will contribute to doctors being able to
actually see inside the body and make better
analysis.

